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SignGo is a graphic designer and
editor tool that enables you to create
custom models for the vinyl cutter
plotter. You may create freehand
shapes, import images, text or
graphics from other software and set
up a vector scheme that can be
extended to fit large formats.
Graphic designer and editor SignGo
allows you to create custom designs,
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using color schemes, shapes, text
and even freehand graphics. Each
element on the working space is
transformed into a vector, in order
to ensure quality and ratio
preservation even when the image
needs to fit a large format. The
software adds nodes on each design,
for a facile editing. You may easily
add color to a shape, by dragging
and dropping a shade from the
palette, in the lower section of the
main window or create gradients,
using the dedicated instruments.
The software supports multiple color
modes, including RGB, CMYK and
HLS. Additionally, you may import
new color schemes, fonts or shapes.



Setting up a design for the cutter
plotter A cutter plotter is a
professional tool that creates custom
designs by cutting out shapes from
the material support you provide. It
features a mechanic cutter guided
by designs such as those you can
create with SignGo. The software
allows you to draw the layout of your
sign, by offering you a wide array of
professional designing tools. Aside
from the various color schemes, you
may also use transparency or
texture fill, for artistic effects.
Moreover the application supports
scanning and tracing, a process that
implies acquiring an image from a
scanner and identifying contours.



You can create a node outline, with
as many separators as you wish.
Thus, you can expand a small image
without affecting its quality. A
virtual cutter plotter assistant The
software also enables you to set up
the cutting process, such as select
particular areas from your design, or
set the size of the sheet and the
direction of the cutting. Additionally,
you may save the project as WTP
format, for further editing, print it or
export it to other software. Thus,
with SignGo you can create a
custom design and set it up for the
plotter cutter, in a short time and
with little effort. SignGo Download:
Customize your Vinyl Sign with
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What's New In SignGo?

Vinyl graphics are large format,
including graphics for the vinyl
cutter plotter. With SignGo you can
create high-quality vinyl graphics,
with almost no technical knowledge.
The application enables you to work
with images, vectors, shapes, colors
and textures. You may create
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freehand shapes, import images,
text or graphics from other software
and set up a vector scheme that can
be extended to fit large formats.
SignGo is a powerful graphic
designer and editor tool that enables
you to create custom models for the
vinyl cutter plotter. You may create
freehand shapes, import images,
text or graphics from other software
and set up a vector scheme that can
be extended to fit large formats.
Graphic designer and editor SignGo
allows you to create custom designs,
using color schemes, shapes, text
and even freehand graphics. Each
element on the working space is
transformed into a vector, in order



to ensure quality and ratio
preservation even when the image
needs to fit a large format. The
software adds nodes on each design,
for a facile editing. You may easily
add color to a shape, by dragging
and dropping a shade from the
palette, in the lower section of the
main window or create gradients,
using the dedicated instruments.
The software supports multiple color
modes, including RGB, CMYK and
HLS. Additionally, you may import
new color schemes, fonts or shapes.
Setting up a design for the cutter
plotter A cutter plotter is a
professional tool that creates custom
designs by cutting out shapes from



the material support you provide. It
features a mechanic cutter guided
by designs such as those you can
create with SignGo. The software
allows you to draw the layout of your
sign, by offering you a wide array of
professional designing tools. Aside
from the various color schemes, you
may also use transparency or
texture fill, for artistic effects.
Moreover the application supports
scanning and tracing, a process that
implies acquiring an image from a
scanner and identifying contours.
You can create a node outline, with
as many separators as you wish.
Thus, you can expand a small image
without affecting its quality. A



virtual cutter plotter assistant The
software also enables you to set up
the cutting process, such as select
particular areas from your design, or
set the size of the sheet and the
direction of the cutting. Additionally,
you may save the project as WTP
format, for further editing, print it or
export it to other software. Thus,
with SignGo you can create a
custom design and set it up for the
plotter cutter, in a short time and
with little effort. Features: Vinyl
graphics are large format, including
graphics for the vinyl cutter plotter.
With SignGo you can create high-
quality vinyl graphics, with almost
no technical knowledge. The



application enables you to work with
images, vectors, shapes, colors and
textures. You may create freehand
shapes, import images, text or
graphics from other software and set
up



System Requirements For SignGo:

OS: Windows 8.1 or later Windows
8.1 or later Processor: Intel Core
i5-3210 or AMD Athlon II x4 630 or
faster Intel Core i5-3210 or AMD
Athlon II x4 630 or faster Memory: 8
GB RAM 8 GB RAM Graphics:
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 or AMD
Radeon HD 7870 (2 GB VRAM)
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 or AMD
Radeon HD 7870 (2 GB VRAM)
Display: 1280 x 800 minimum
resolution 1280 x 800
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